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You can
 have this item

 

(completely
 handmade in Italy in

 our workshop) 

in any 
dimensions

 and colour

A288/5 Amber
5 lights wall lamps in wrought iron with coloured Swarovski strass, clear Bohemian crystal, porcelain, clearand coloured pearl 
banding

iron colour:
288 amber

light bulbs: 5 lamps E14 or E12 40 watt max cad

dimensions: h. 110 cm - w. 75 cm kg 13 - lbs 28,66

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 

dimensions might slightly vary. 
Please, note that the chandelier’s 

dimensions do not include the ceiling rose 
(20 cm) and the chain (100 cm).
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L288/13 Amber
13 lights chandelier in wrought iron with coloured Swarovski strass, clear Bohemian crystal, porcelain, clearand coloured pearl 

banding

iron colour:
288 amber

light bulbs: 13 lamps E14 or E12 40 watt max cad

dimensions: h. 90 cm - w. Ø 95 cm kg 38 - lbs 83,6

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 
dimensions might slightly vary. 
Please, note that the chandelier’s 
dimensions do not include the ceiling rose 
(20 cm) and the chain (100 cm).
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L288/13 coloured
13 lights chandelier in wrought iron with coloured Swarovski strass, clear Bohemian crystal, porcelain, clearand coloured pearl 
banding

iron colour:
288 Fume

light bulbs: 13 lamps E14 or E12 40 watt max cad

dimensions: h. 90 cm - w. Ø 95 cm kg 38 - lbs 83,6

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 

dimensions might slightly vary. 
Please, note that the chandelier’s 

dimensions do not include the ceiling rose 
(20 cm) and the chain (100 cm).
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L261/12 bis
12 lights chandelier in wrought iron with coloured Swarovski strass and Murano glass
iron colour:

261/12 bis
light bulbs:
12 lamps E14 or E12 40 watt max cad

dimensions:
h. 70 cm w. Ø 90 cm, kg 11 - lbs 24,2

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 

dimensions might slightly vary. 
Please, note that the chandelier’s 

dimensions do not include the ceiling rose 
(20 cm) and the chain (100 cm).

L288/13 Violet
13 lights chandelier in wrought iron with coloured Swarovski strass, clear Bohemian crystal, porcelain, clearand coloured pearl 

banding

iron colour:
288 Violet

light bulbs: 13 lamps E14 or E12 40 watt max cad

dimensions: h. 90 cm - w. Ø 95 cm kg 38 - lbs 83,6

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 
dimensions might slightly vary. 
Please, note that the chandelier’s 
dimensions do not include the ceiling rose 
(20 cm) and the chain (100 cm).
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L-MEK11/10 Naked Bis
10 lights chandelier in wrought iron with  worked glass tube

iron colour:
MEK11

light bulb: 
10 lamps E14 or E12 40 watt max cad 

dimensions:
h. 80 cm x w. Ø 75 cm - Kg.18 – lbs 39,6

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 
dimensions might slightly vary. 
Please, note that the chandelier’s 
dimensions do not include the ceiling rose 
(20 cm) and the chain (100 cm).

A288/2 Fume
2 lights wall lamp in wrought iron with coloured Swarovski strass, clear Bohemian crystal, porcelain, clear and coloured pearl 
banding

iron colour: 288 fumè

light bulbs: 2 lamps E14 or E12 40 watt max cad

dimensions: h. 65 cm - w. 55 cm kg 6 - lbs 13,2

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 

dimensions might slightly vary. 
Please, note that the chandelier’s 

dimensions do not include the ceiling rose 
(20 cm) and the chain (100 cm).
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L288/13 Fume
13 lights chandelier in wrought iron with coloured Swarovski strass, clear Bohemian crystal, porcelain, clearand coloured pearl 

banding

iron colour:
288 Fume

light bulbs: 13 lamps E14 or E12 40 watt max cad

dimensions: h. 90 cm - w. Ø 95 cm kg 38 - lbs 83,6

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 
dimensions might slightly vary. 
Please, note that the chandelier’s 
dimensions do not include the ceiling rose 
(20 cm) and the chain (100 cm).
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As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 

dimensions might slightly vary. 
Please, note that the chandelier’s 

dimensions do not include the ceiling rose 
(20 cm) and the chain (100 cm).

A288/1 Ruby
1 light wall lamp in wrought iron with coloured Swarovski strass, clear Bohemian crystal, porcelain, clear and coloured pearl banding

iron colour: 288 Ruby

light bulbs: 1 lamps E14 or E12 40 watt max cad

dimensions: h. 65 cm - w. 35 cm kg 6 - lbs 13,2

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour
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L288/13 Ruby
13 lights chandelier in wrought iron with coloured Swarovski strass, clear Bohemian crystal, porcelain, clearand coloured pearl 

banding

iron colour:
288 Ruby 

light bulbs: 13 lamps E14 or E12 40 watt max cad

dimensions: h. 90 cm - w. Ø 95 cm kg 38 - lbs 83,6

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 
dimensions might slightly vary. 
Please, note that the chandelier’s 
dimensions do not include the ceiling rose 
(20 cm) and the chain (100 cm).
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L288/13 Amber
37 lights chandelier in wrought iron with coloured Swarovski strass, clear Bohemian crystal, porcelain, clear and coloured pearl 

banding

iron colour: 288 fumè

light bulbs: 37 lamps E14 or E12 40 watt max cad

dimensions: h. 110 cm - w. Ø 150 cm kg 120 - lbs 264

it’s possible to order this item in any dimensions and colour

As Mechini products are made 
completely by hand, their colour or 
dimensions might slightly vary. 
Please, note that the chandelier’s 
dimensions do not include the ceiling rose 
(20 cm) and the chain (100 cm).
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